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1. EXECUTIVE. SUMMARY 
Although ECHO was formally set up in April 1992, 1993 was the first full year of operations 
for the new organisation. 
During recent years resources made available to the Commission of the European 
Communities for its humanitarian actions have increased in response to the multiplication of 
humanitarian crises which have required assistance as a measure of solidarity from the 
Community. For 1993 alone around 600 MECU has been allocated for humanitarian aid to 
ex-Yugoslavia (63.4 per cent), the rest of Eastern europe (0.1 per cent), ACP countries 
(16.1per cent), the republics of the former Soviet Union (82 per cent), Iraq (3.4 per cerit), the 
rest of Asia (3.2 per cent), Latin America (2.0 per cent), and North Africa (3.6 per cent). 
As a result of the volume of aid as well as the diversity and complexity. of operations, much 
of 1993 has been used to build up solid manag~ment systems within ECHO to ensure 
efficiency in its administration of humanitarian aid. This includes current efforts to establish 
new computerMbased information systems. 
Due to the close relationship, within the field of humanitarian aid, between the Commission 
and its partners (NGOs, UN -agencies and other international organisations) which implement 
93 per cent of ECHO-administered actions in the field, it was necessary to structure and 
institutionalize the long-term relations with these organisations. More than 80 NGOs and 
. international organisations have no~ signed a new instrument, the Framework Partnership 
Agreement which came into force in September 1993 following a decision by the Commission 
on May 23, 1993, 
·A similar agreement has been signed by United Nations High Commission for Refugees· 
(UNHCR), the European Commission's most important UN partner within the field of 
humanitarian aid. Furthermore, UNHCR and the Commission have agreed to establish a Joint 
High-Level Group in order to coordinate UNHCR and EC actions and strategies. To promote 
a uniform refugee policy on the part of the European Commission, it has furthermore decided 
to create an Inter-Service Group to coordinate refugee policies within the Commission, 
It is part of ECHO's mandate to work toward a better coordination of humanitarian aid with 
the EC Member States. The Development Council of May 25, 1993 instituted quarterly 
meetings with Member State heads of emergency units on both general and specific issues 
concerning humanitarian aid. Three such meetings have been held in 1993 as well as a high-
level meeting with the Directors-General of the Member States responsible for humanitarian 
aid. These meetings have provided a forum for a most useful exchange of information and 
views on essential aspects of humanitarian assistance throughout the world. 
Special efforts have also been made during 1993 to cooperate closely with the UN agencies, 
including the Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA) in other than immediately 
operational areas. The horizontal areas of cooperation with the various parts of the UN 
system include, exchange of information, consolidated humanitarian appeals, disaster 
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· preparedness under the International Decade fm Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) as well 
as the use of military assets in humanitarian crises. 
Moreover, the Commission, through ECHO, has worked consistently on strengthening its 
· relations with its humanitarian aid counterparts within the US Government, the other major 
donor of this type of aid on the international scene. As a result the two parties now exchange 
information at all levels and jointly organize discussion fora. Initial contacts have been made 
with another potentially .important actor on the international scene of disaster relief, the 
~ Russian Government which has considerable manpower and resources at its disposal which 
are o( particular interest in the trouble spots of the ex-Soviet Union, 
Apart from improved efficiency, ECHO's other mandate is to give the Community's 
hul1)anitarian aid a higher profile. It isfully recognised that visibility is not an end in itself 
but .rather the means to create public awareness, generate goodwill and mobilise resources, 
It is also part of the Commission's strategy to create such visibility jointly with its regular 
partners, the NGOs and international organisations. A number of publications have been 
produced in 1993 which have clearly attracted a lot of public interest in the work of the 
Commission in the humanitarian field. 
The Commission cannot, almost by definition, predict or program in any meaningful way 
future humanitarian actions. But its aim has been a maximum degree of readiness. Improved 
management tools within ECHO, the Framework Partnership contracts with partners and the 
network of Coordinators on the spot in important disaster areas will put the Commission in 
a better position to cope with future humanitarian challenges. · 
2. ECHO's MANDATE 
2.1 RAISON D'ETRE AND INSTmJTIONAL FRAMEWORK 
In recent years, the world has faced major crises in humanitarian t!;!rms (Kurdistan, 
Bangladesh, famine and civil wars in Africa, Eastern and Southern Eumpe, including former 
Yugoslavia and Albania) which highlighted a need to improve the response of the 
international community and, in particular, of the European Union to both natural and man-
made disasters. 
Since 1970 the European Community has considered humanitarian aid to developing and other 
third countries as an important part of its responsibilities. It saw that in order to respond · 
more efficiently to these crises it must coordinate and concentrate resources. It became 
evident that an effort to provide immediate, appropriate and better coordinated help to 
countries and people who needed it was an imperative. Hence the decision on 6 November 
1991 creating ECHO. The primary aim was to improve efficiency while giving the Union's 
humanitarian aid effort a higher profile. 
The mandate received. by ECHO from the Commission was to take full responsibility for a 
coherent administration of the following tasks (outside the borders of the Community) which 
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had previously been carriedout by several services within the Commission: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Humanitarian Aid 
Emergency Food Aid 
Prevention and disaster preparedness activities 
Apart from concentrating and re-organising the Commission's internal resources, increased 
efficiency was to be achieved through better external coordination with the Commission's 
partners (NGOs, UN agencies and international organisations), closer relations with Member 
States, disaster preparedness and readiness to engage in direct actions if other solutions were 
not available or inadequate . 
The Commission formally created ECHO on 1 April 1992, although the organisation did not 
become fully operational until the beginning of 1993 when it received adequate levels of staff. 
. In order to carry out the various aspects of its mandate and respond to the numerous crises 
during 1993 with a total allocation level of around 600 MECU. 
2.2 FRAMEWORK PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENTS 
When it set up ECHO, the Commission laid down as one of its prime objectives a greater 
degree of efficient humanitarian operations and stressed the need for a framework for relations 
with the NGOs and the international specialized agencies. 
Hence, the Commission adopted. on 5 May 1993 the model of the Framework Partnership 
Agreements aimed at speeding up procedures and simplifying decision-making. 
Implementation of humanitarian operations is now considerably simplified as the negotiation 
of the operational conditions on a case-by-case basis for each action is no longer necessary 
and the operation contract has been reduced to the terms specific to each action (amount, 
location, length etc). 
This new instrument thus meets wishes often expressed by traditional partners and enables the 
Commission to structure and institutionalize its relations with the NGOs and international 
organizations involved in the field of humanitarian aid on the basis of clear and known rules. 
The Framework Partnership Agreements came into operation in September 1993. To date, 
; around 80 NGOs and international organisation have concluded the Framework Partnership 
Agreements with the Commission (the full list of partners is shown in Annex 1). The first 360 
operational contracts have been signed using the new Framework Partnership format. 
On 13 December, the European Commission, and the United Nations High Commission for 
Refugees (UNHCR) signed the Framework Partnership Agreement further ·strengthening 
cooperation between these two organizations (see section 4.2.4.1 ·b~low). It is expected that 
other UN organisations will follow. 
3 
3. 
3.1 
HUMANITARIAN,AID OPERATIONS DURING 
1993 
OVERVIEW 
Throu,ehout the year, the Commission responded to the pressing needs of victiZ!s of man-
. made as well as natural disasters in around 50 countries across the globe involving almost 700 
contracts of humanitarian aid for a total of 605 MECU (see Figure 1). The full geographical 
breakdown of operations during 1993 is shown in Annex 2. 
Figure 1 
Humanitarian Aid Allocated by the Commission through ECHO by Region In 1993 
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The Commission's sources of finance in 1993 were the Community's budget amounting to 515 
MECU including a reserve of 212 MECU, the Lome Ill and IV Conventions which 
contribute 90 MECU (see figure 2 below as well as to the breakdown of decisions by source 
of finance in Annex 3, Annex 4 and Annex 5). 
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Figure 2 
400 
200 
Overview of Financial Decisions 
1992-93 by Source of Finance 
Around 94 per cent of resources administered by ECHO are channelled threugh partners of 
which NGOs actount for 44 per cent, UN agencies for 35 per cent and other international 
organisations for 11 per cent. Only around 6 per cent were carriedout as"direct actions" by 
the Commission. It should benoted that even "direct actions", in most cases depend on 
NGOs (often local) who help with the distribution of aid in the field. It is important that the 
Commission through ECHO should have the capacity to carry out direct actions; but if must 
also be understood that these actions are only contemplated when the usual partners are not 
in a position to meet the needs of a given situation. 
An overview ofthe contracts awarded to partners during the period 1990-93 appears in Figure 
3 below (the full table is shown in Annex 6) . 
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EX-YUGOSLAVIA 
The Community's aid to the 4.5 million victims of the conflict in the former Yugoslavia 
constitutes an unprecedented effort of support and solidarity. 
Since the beginning of the conflict the European Community has contributed the following 
humanitarian aid to the former Yugoslavia: 
1991: 
1992: 
1993: 
13 MECU 
277 MECU 
395 MECU 
TOTAL 1991-93 685 MECU 
The breakdown of Community aid to the former Yugoslavia by Republic and by items are 
shown in Annex 7. 
The EC member states' contribution to the conflict in the former Yugoslavia since 1991 is 
estimated at 276 MECU. This brings the combined European Union effort (Communif'J plus 
Member States) close to 1 billion ECU or 65 per cent of the global international aid to the 
conflict. 
In 1993, Humanitarian Aid to the former Yugoslavia amounted to a total of 395 MECU or 
a total of 63.4 per cent of all humanitarian aid administered by ECHO during 1993 1• Of this 
amount about 38.3 per cent has been channelled through NGOs, 20.8 per cent through 
UNHCR, 14.7 percent through WFP, 10.2per cent through ICRCIIFCR and around 8.3 per 
cent through "direct actions"2. In this connection it is worth noting that the aid financed by 
the Union makes up some 60 per cent of the UNHCRfunding for operations in the former 
Yugoslavia and some 40 per cent of the World Food Programme. 
The European Council decided in Birmingham in December 1992 to create the European 
Community Task Force (ECTF) aiming at coordinating aid not only from the Union but also 
from the Member States and to support UNHCR. ECTF in Zagreb has been particularly 
successful with regard to the logistic support provided for implementing agencies such as 
UNHCR and various NGOs. In addition, coordination between Community action and that 
of Member States, as well as implementing direct Commission action, has become an 
important element in the tasks of ECTF-Zagreb. 
2 
This includes the Commission's decision on 13 December to contribute 86 MECU to the 
"Winter Programme" in cooperation with the International Management Group created by 
UNHCR on 30 July 1993. The 86 MECU is financed through an internal transfer within 
the Community budget, according to the so-called "Notenboom procedure". 
"])irect.actions" also depend -to some extent on local partners, particularly when it comes to 
the final distribution of aid. 
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Mehtion should also be made of the Joint Action decided by the European Unioh in 
. December W93 for a total of 4(3JMECU, half of which was financed by the Commun'ity and 
·half by its Member States.·. This .. tifst joiQt action within the foreign policy and security 
domain was deemed necessaiy-in order to overcome.,some of the transportation clifficulties 
.. faced in .delivering humanitarian aid to Bosnia-Herzegovina .. UNliCR •. EC'fl'. as well· as the 
·Jntemat!onal Monitoring Gropp (IMG) arein charge ,of implementing the Communi ty.;fin~ced 
measures. ·- · 
ACP COUNTRIES 
A total of 100,1 MECtJ was directed towards the victims of conflicts, .droughts ~d other 
hatural catastrophes in· ACP,countries. Of this amount around -82.2 MECU was financed 
through Art. 254 of the .. Lome IV Convention and '7.8 MECU thi-ough the Lome Ill 
·. Convention (including Art. 20l and the Natiop.al Indicative Programme for Somalia). Special _ 
· ~ention should be made ofthose countries in the ACP sphere where the populations suffer · 
. \ . . . . . . 
from the e(fects of different kinds of conflicts; .. such_ as in:- Angola, BurUhdi~ Liberia, 
Mozambique, Rwanda, Somalia; Sudan, Zaire; and Haiti. These· countries have. taken up 
about 80 % of the resources illocated to ACP countries. -
In Burundi, tlie coup d'etat on 21 October, the ~sassination of President -Ndadaye and the· 
ethnic violence which followed, brought about a massive exodus of thousands of people from 
Burundi to the .neighbouring countries; The Commissionjmmediately releasecf.6.5 .MECU to · 
· provide humanitarian assistance -(food, shelter-and medical attendance) to refugees ·frotn · 
··B1;1rundi, mm~ly' ofHutu origin, who fled to Rw,anda, Tanzania and Zaire.·· 
.. ' ' 
Following a. joint mission to Rwanda in December 1993 by the Coll!inission and VNIICR.; . 
· the rteed for further urgent assistance was identified .. In order to expedite this assista.n:ce in an 
orderly. fashion,· the UNHCR was· assigned·. a I~a:ding role in helping draw up and coordinate 
requests to the Commission from interested NGOs on the. spot in Rwanda. ·The idea of a 
· · coordinated effort with multiple partners was presented to the entire NGO and tJN community 
. at a meeting iri Kigali. Subsequently, a: global plan (with an inputfrom UNHCR., WFP, IFRC 
arid 9 NGOs) was put together for Burundi refugees Rwanda, Tanzania and Zaire. A total 
amount qf 18.3 MECU was approved for this plan from art 254 ·ofthe Lome IV Converition.t . 
Along with UNHCR an-d the Red Cross, the Commission's local coordirtatorsih Rwanda and .. 
Tanzania respectively Will ptay an important role in the (ollow-.up .of this aSsistance. 
In addition to. the refugee problems Rwanda also suffer from a l~rge number of internally · 
displaced persons to whom the· Comrti1ssion has p;ovided a .total of 11 MECU by way of a 
wide ranging variety of aid~ J . . 
' - - . ' 
. Iri. Somalia, the Commission aid in 1993 amounted to i-2.3 MECU which has been directed 
towards providingboth medical and sanitary assistance as w~H as financing several projects 
dealing With water supply and hygiene facilities to victims of the civil war. · The former 
consists ~f opening medical centres t~ g{ve medical training, to Jocal staff and monitor the 
. .· ·' ' . . ·- .. 
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people's nutritional situation. 
A total of 10.4 MECU was allocated toward Sudan, mainly for the Southern part of the 
country where the work of NGOs has been helped by the presence of a Commission 
coordinator based in Northern Kenya. The aid comprises air transport of food aid and other 
relief items as well as medical and support personnel. 
The European Commission allocated a total of 9 MECU to Liberia in 1993 which has suffered 
from the effects of the civil war since 1990. Although an agreement between the factions in 
the conflict was signed in July 1993, thecountry still needs substantial food aid. In addition 
to food aid the Commission has provirfed medical and sanitary assistance as well as shelter 
to the victims of the civil war in Liberia. An humanitarian aid Coordinator based in Sierra 
Leone is helping to organize the assistance. 
As a result of the prolonged civil war in Angola,.the Commission carried out a nuQlber of 
operations in this country amounting to 7 MECU. The actions were mainly concerned with 
medical and sanitary assistance as well as food aid, kitchenutensils and shelter. 
The Commission has participated with 7.8 MECU in humanitarian aid toward displaced 
persons in the Shaba and Kivu Provinces. of Zaire. The aid has included food aid, medical 
and sanitary assistance; shelter and utensils. 
Similar assistance has been provided to Kenya which has received 2.4 MECU mainly m 
support of Somalian refugees camps in the North of the country. 
The other major recipients of Commission aid in the ACP countries were: Mozambique, Haiti. 
Ghana, Benin, Fiji and Djibouti. 
3.4 EX• USSR 
The Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) has received a t~tal of 51.3 MECU during 
1993. One-third of this sum has been directed towards Tadjikistan, the Russian Federation, 
Ukraine .and Kyrghystan, the .rest being distributed within the Caucasian republics. 
The 9.3 MECU allocated for Tadjikistan and Kyrghystan were based on· an acute need for 
heating material, food and medicines in a situation where up to halfthe population in many 
areas were characterized as being vulnerable while Tadjikistan also has many internally 
displaced following its civil war. 
The humanitarian aid to the Russian Federation amounting to 4.8 MECU included medical 
assistance throughout the Federation as well as canteens in Moscow The aid to Ukraine (0.4 
MECU) covered medicines following severe floods in August whereas the specific assistance 
to Chernobyl victims (0.5 MECU) comprised assistance Ukraine, the Russian Federation and 
Belarus. 
The two-thirds of the aid devoted to the CIS, Annenia, Azerbaidjan and Georgia was because 
9 
of almost 2 million refugees and internally displaced following disputes emanating from 
Nagorno-Karabakh and the civil war in Georgia. The aid has consisted of shelter, medicines 
. and food supplies to both the displaced and the most vulnerable groups of the populations 
whereas Armenia also benefitted from rehabilitation of mini-hydro electric plants (aimed at 
providing heating) and seed potatoes. 
3.5 IRAQ 
The Commission has granted 21.5 MECU for 39 projects during 1993. Of this amount 
around 19 MECU has been channelled through the UN's Escrow account (see section 4,2.4.2 
for details on this account). Commission-funded projects mainly cover food aid, mine 
clearance, rural rehabilitation and medical assistance. In November, the Commission (through 
ECHO) organised a meeting with the Member States and the leading members of the UN 
family active in .Iraq, Turkey and the United States (as principal third donors) and certain 
NGOs to examine the current situation, the difficulties in implementation and future needs for 
the. whole country. The Commission expects to follow a similar path when preparing 
operations for Northern Iraq in the nearfuture. While most ofthe projects were in the north, 
two NGOs were S\lpported in the south and the humanitarian needs for the centre have largely 
been met by the UN through the Escrow account. 
3.6 ASIA 
At present Asia is recovering from the lengthy conflict that has affected Cambodia and there 
are still hopes that such recovery will resume in Afghanistan. Together: these countries 
account for about 5 MECU funded by the European Commission during 1993. In Cambodia., 
resources have been mainly concentrated on. mine clearance and medical aid for returning 
refugees while in Afghanistan provisions were made for food aid to needy victims of the 
earlier fighting in Kabul and Tadjik refugees forced to remain in the country. 
In Nepal, 1.8 MECUhas been allocated for medical assistance and shelter to the Buthanese 
refugees and for the victims of floods. which occurred near the Indian border. 
In the rest of the region, the Commission has responded to natural disasters. In India, 1 
MECU was allocated to mitigate the suffering of the victims as a result of the earthquake in 
Mahavashtra State. Pakistan received 0.5 MECU in the combat against locusts, whereas 
• 
Mongolia was granted 1.8 MECU in food aid and medicines following the effects of a severe ,f 
winter. 
3.7 PALESTINFJISRAEL 
After the Israel-Palestine peace agreement signed in Washington on 13 September 1993, it 
was evident that humanitarian aid was needed to assist the return of Palestinians to Jericho 
and Cisjordania. During 1993, 10.4 MECU have been directed towards humanitarian aid in 
the territory, including medical supplies and medicines to ten hospitals, shelter and basic 
health care. 
10 
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3.8 LA TIN AMERICA 
Out of the total of 12 MECU allocated to Latin America in 1993 almost 8 MECU went to 
Cuba which suffered from two natural disasters (Hurricane in March and floods in November) 
as welt as the neuropathy epidemic. Most of the Commission assistance to Cuba was given 
as a result of this disease which started in 1992. The Commission financed a scientific 
mission to Cuba in cooperation with the Pan-American Health Organisation (P AHO) to 
examine the origin of the epidemic and to evaluate the needs. Subsequently, the Commission 
provided family parcels specially designed to improve the nutritional status of the population 
exposed to this disease as well as medicines and sanitary products. 
Latin America is naturally a diaster-prone area. Tropical storms leading to damage and 
flooding prompted the Commission to provide humanitarian aid (mostly medical assistance 
and shelter) to Colombia, Ecuador, Nicaragua, and Honduras. In addition Colombia was 
affected by earthquakes and there have, been epidemics of cholera in Brasil, Bolivia and Peru 
(which caused the Commission to send medicines and shelter). 
4. HORIZONTAL ACTNITIES 
4.1 INFORMATION AND VISffiiLfiY 
In dealing with visibility of EC humanitarian aid, the commission has been guided by two 
main considerations. Firstly, that visibility should not be an end in itself but the means to 
create public awareness and generate the goodwill necessary to mobilise the material resources 
for humanitarian action. Secondly, that thisprojection should be clone in partnership with the. 
NGOs and international organisations that are financed by it in the field. 
The partnership agreements with NGOs have to some extent formalised the arrangement 
whereby their visibility will now be matched by that of the EC in Commission-financed 
operations. This is now being widely implemented with few problems. 
Some organisations like the Red Cross and Red Barnet have prepared special information 
material about their operations financed by the EC . 
As part of its effort to publicise its efforts as a service of the European Union that administers 
and coordinates humanitarian aid, the Commission has brought out brochures and information 
sheets in certain European .languages. Also a publication in Arabic, targeted for Islamic 
co'llntries, focuses on EU aid operations, especially in Bosnia, Somalia, Palestine and the 
Caucasus. 
A quarterly newsletter (ECHO News) reports on the humanitarian operations by the EC and 
the NGOs in the four comers of the world. In addition, regular press releases on humanitarian 
aid decisions (200 this year) targeted to the media in the Member States and through EC 
delegations to other parts of the world, have been an effective means of day-to-day projection 
of this aid. 
11 
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Visibility of humanitarian aid however, is not with~ut problems. The multiplicity of crisis 
situations has resulted in some "fatigue" in. media reporting. This is why it is all the more 
important to continue to focus on the significant contribution of the European Community in 
this field. 
4. 
4.2.1 
COORDINATION AND COOPERATION WITII OTIIER HUMANITARIAN 
ACTORS AND DONORS I 
Member States 
ECHO's mandate, focusing ~s it does on helping to improve the capacity of response of the 
whole international community to disasters, instructs the organisation to promote' better 
coordination with the Member States of the EC, as well as with other partners. At various 
times in the history of the European Community, the Council has evoked in Resolutions better 
coordination. By coordination the Council clearly meant an effort between the individual 
Member States as well as between them and the Commission. The first such Resolution dates 
back to the Development Council of March 1977. The fact that the Council deemed it 
necessary to issue further Resolutions in this vein in 1991, 1992 and 1993, indicates that such 
coordination was easier said than done. 
In March 1993, at an early stage in its process of consolidation, the Commission invited 
Member State Directors General with responsibility for humanitarian affairs for an informal 
day's meeting covering a wide range of issues related to the execution of their and the Union's 
mandates. The meeting Clarified many matters but left others unresolved, particularly what 
consensus there was, if any, about coordination. 
The Development Council of May 25, 1993, in its latest Resolution on coordination, instituted 
new practical machinery. It agreed that "meetings between the heads of national emergency 
units and the Commission should be organised and convened by the Commission at its own 
initiative or upon requests ftom Member States at least quarterly." "These meetings" said the 
Resolution, " will address both general and specific issues concerning both humanitarian and 
emergency aid." 
The first such meeting was convened promptly in mid~July. In 'the event it concentrated 
heavily on the worsening situation in the former Yugoslavia and the appeal of the UNHCR 
for new funds. The coincidence was useful in highlighting a useful example of concertation. 
In September the meeting reconvened to dwell in particular depth on a review of country and 
area situations with reports from the Commission on its activities in each theatre and suitable 
inputs from Member States. Work in disaster preparedness and related areas also featured high 
on the agenda. Relations with international organisations and third countries also featured. 
A further meeting in November confirmed the pattern now emerging for such get-togethers 
of practical information exchange in what, hopefully, will become a process ofhabit-forming 
in favour of closer dialogue between official humanitarian actors of the Union and its member 
States. 
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4~2•2 'I'he European Parliament. 
The European Parliament, 'noiibly within its Development Committee, has jncreasingly 
focused its· attention on. the growing humanitarian role -of the Community. ·A partic1,1lar 
practical result of this interest was the Parliament's welcome support in sustaining the funding 
available to the humanitarian ~ffort of the Community from the Budget 
. On two particular occasions during 1993 the Parliament has devoted time in Committee to a 
review of deveiopments in humanitarian_action with close questioning of the Commission. 
··In July the Commission gave and in-depth. account of the origins, establishment and first 
initiatives of the Commission within _the .field of humaiiitarian aiel.; this was followed m 
December ~Y a substantive progress report by the Humanitarian Office. . 
4.2 .. 3. NGOs 
' ,· ' ' .. ' ' . . 
In the Commission's relations with N(Jri-Govemmelltal Organisations. this was a year of major 
_innovation, re~organi~ation and consolidation of relations. NGOs, aft~r all, are the 
· commission's primary operational partners in the field .. In 1 ~93 a total of 200 MECU or 44 
per cent 'of ~~ operatioru~l funding de~ided by the Commissioil ~thin the ·· field qf 
humanitarian ~aid was deployed In partnership with- NGos. 
The beginning of the year ushered in a major debate within the NGO C01Jlmunity and between 
NGOs ·and the Commission about the shape .and nature of their f~ture relationship. ·If, 
initially' there' were elements of acrimony in this debate, jt. has since straightened. itself out 
into a constructive· dialogue.· " . 
The apex C?f .the dialogue was reached in May wh.en the C9mmissiort produced~ a first draft 
~· of its proposed Framew<,>rk Partnership A.greement(FPA) (see section 2.2 above):, 
Contained ·Within th.e FPAs was tl1e germ of an_ idea for a ''Forum" to promote dialogue 
between the Com~issl.ori and partn~rs on· .relev·ant issues ·or policy. and ·practice. in the 
"humanitarian field: At_the year,..end ideas were under examination for putting th~s ideain~o 
• practice early_ in the new year. 
I 4~2.4 Relatioll$ with United Nations 
4.2.4.1 ·. Relations with UN Agencies 
. . 
The European Commission has traditionaily maintained good relations With the UN .agencies 
- within the field of humanitarian assistance. This relationship has been further cemented after. 
the' creation of ECHO which, at the end/of 1?93~ was able to sign the first Framework 
Partnership Agreement with UNHCR (see Section 2.2 above). · · · · · 
Like UNHCR, a number of UN agencies have been involved in· the ~dministration, handling . 
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and distribution of humanitarian assistance financed by the Commission and are as such 
regarded as close partners. As shown in Figure 4 below and in Annex 8 contracts with UN 
agencies have grown fast both in absolute and in relative terms. Whereas contracts with UN 
partners amounted to 10.4 per cent of the total in 1990, this amount increased to 3 5 per cent 
in 1993. Consequently, the UN family as a whole is at the moment Commission's most 
important partner after the NGOs ( 44 per cent) within the field of humanitarian aid. 
Among the UN partners, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is 
particularly important. In 1993 this agency was allocated 84 MECU, 17 per cent of all 
humanitarian contracts. The bulk of this amount was spent on humanitarian assistance to ex-
Yugoslavia during 199~. Among other actions carried out by the UNHCR with EC funding 
one should also mention assistance to the conflicts in Mozambique, Somalia, Angola, Ex-
USSR, Afghanistan and Rwanda. 
The Commission maintains an excellent relationship with the UNHCR officials at all levels. 
This special relationship has been institutionalized in that the Commission and UNHCR have 
agreed to establish a Joint high-Level Group in order to coordinate UNHCR and EC actions 
and strategies. To assure, in its dealings with UNHCR, a single position and a single policy 
for aid to refugees outside the European Community, the Commission has also established 
a High-Level Inter-Service Group under the chairmanship of ECHO, The mandate of the 
Inter-Service Group is as follows.: 
• 
• 
• 
to establish a coherent Community approach including all 
available EU instruments; 
to define a common strategy; and 
to establish common ways and means for working more closely 
with the UNHCR within the field of refugees, repatriates and 
displaced persons. 
The first meetings of both of these groups were held in December 1993 and it is expected that 
the Inter-Service Group will put together concrete proposals for how the Commission can 
work together with the UNHCR in the future. These proposals will be discussed with the 
UNHCR in early 1994. 
The second most important partner within the UN agencies is the World Food Programme 
(WFP). The total amount routed through the WFP came to 59 MECU in 1993. This 
corresponds to 12 per cent of the total humanitarian contracts financed by the Commission 
in 1993. Commission operations (through ECHO) with the WFP have been used to finance 
emergency food aid operations, mainly ·in the former Yugoslavia, but also in Angola, Sudan, 
Nepal and Ghana. 
The World Health Organisation (WHO), the United Nations Children and Education Fund 
(UNICEF) and United Nations Refugee Works Agency (UNRWA) have signed contracts 
worth 9 MECU, 11 MECU and 4 MECU respectively for operations in the former Yugoslavia 
(WHO), Liberia, Mozambique, Angola, Kenya, Sudan (UNICEF) and Palestine (UNWRA). 
A smaller contract has been signed with the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United 
Nations (FAO). Please refer to Annex 8. 
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4.2.4.2 United Nations Department for Humanitarian affairs (DIIA) 
' - ' 
The two humanitarian bodies, DHA and ECHO, were created around the same time (spring 
of 1992). Although the European Commission's contractual relationship with UNDRO/DHA 
has been very limited (see attached tables), DHAhas become a rather importantagency in 
view of its coordinating role within the UN· system. This was confirmed at the end of June 
when the 'Director of ECHO met with Mr. J.Eliasson, Under Secretary-General of the l]nited 
Nations and head of DHA. Both agreed that the value of DHA and the Commission working 
closely together at the assessment as , well as the field implementation stage cannot be 
overemphasized, 
Among the concrete areas of cooperation between the Commis~ion and DHA one may 
mentioq (1) the Escrow account, (2) exchange of data on humanitarian events and (3) the 
consolidated inter-agency appeals. 
- ' 
The Escrow account in effect doubles the financial possibilities of donor contributions. The 
US Government has guaranteed to match any contribution toward humanitarian aid to Iraq 
with the equivalent amount drawn from the frozen Iraqi assets in the US in accordance with 
UNSecurity council Resolutiqn778. In the case.ofthe European Commission, around 40 
projects-for a tota:l of more than 19 MECU have been approved under this scheme and many 
have already been executed in Northern Iraq. Prior to the endorsement of the projects, 
agreement was reached with DHA that the Commission has the right to propose the specific 
projects forwhich (primary) Commissionfinancing is sought. It was also agreed that payment 
procedures are compatible with the standard European Commission rules and regulations. 
As far as exchange of information is concerned, the European Commission fully_ supports 
DHA's ambitious programme to establish a sophisticated International Emergency Readiness 
and Response Information System (IERRIS) in collaboration with the International Federation 
of the Red Cross and Red Crescent societies (ICRC) and many other donors, including the 
United States Government. This network would give humanitarian donors and actors 
immediate access to a vast range of information on disasters. which would not only improve 
response, efficiency and coordination in crisis situations. The network is estimated by the _ 
UN to be completed in 1995 but could face delays. 
Although the consolidated inter-agency appeals issued by DHA are most useful in many 
respects, the Commission has requested that their scope be widened to non-UN requirements. 
DHA is positive toward the Commission request and has ~n fact tried to improve the 
consolidated appeals accordingly. However, at the same timeDHA emphasizes the technical 
difficulties in assembling "global" requirements and pledges· due to poor reporting by 
"bilaterals" ,and NGOs. 
The Commission has a strong interest in continued good relations with the UN organisations 
which have successfully executed a very largepart of the EC-financed humanitarian projects. 
It is believed that the conclusion of framework contracts with UNHCR and the resulting new 
coordination mechanisms (see section 2.2 above) could indeed provide the basis for a more 
· solid and transparent long-term relationship. However, the Commissio_n is also promoting 
other efforts toward coordination of humanitarian relief within and by the UN family: 
16 
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Consequently, the Commission fully supp6rts DHA'~ mandate to streamline th~ UN system, 
ill this respect and to. disseminate information which can impr~>Ve awareness and coordination 
among all donors within the field ofhumanitari·~.:assistance. . · 
4.2.5 · ReJa1ions with USA ... 
Ever since.ECHO became fully oper~tional at the beginning ofl993,it h~ been ·on the carcis 
thatthe two biggest donors of international humMitarian aid" the European Community and 
the United States~ Gov~rnment, could and< should work more ·closely ·together . 
. ~ - I - , ~-. -~ ' ... _ ' . \ , . ,_· - ' .. . 
Both the humanitarian serv.ices of both tne Commission and the American Govemmenf have · 
made a lot of effort t~ work our modalities on how to cooperate .. Several tnediuin and high~ 
ranking US officials have paid visits to the Commission. iAnd C.ommission officials·.have. 
tvyice be(.m)n~ted to Washingtonsince the beginning of 1993~ D1;1ring the 'iatest visit, the 
ECHO Director met wilh alfhiscotmterparts within the ·us Administration, Among the most 
infmediate results of this European Commission., US dialogue .one could mention that. 
Commission and US officials are now in ~regular contact and share info'rmationat:atl l~vels 
about specific~hJ.Imariitarian actions, that a joint disaster assessijlent has taken place (in/ 
... Tadjikistan), and that the US Government .. has trained two senior Commission. staff members 
in disaster relief management Furtherrn()re; the Com,mission: and the relevant services of the · 
us Governmentare in .t}le pr<>cess of establishing a system of regular meetings to discqss not . ' 
,only concrete actions and future plansin given a;eas but also general policy matters. This 
includes ~egolar telephone conferences between the US bumanit·adan :services, the European. 
Comrriission~_(I}CHO) _and relevant lJN. a,g~ncie!t( e.g. ,WF],> and UNHCR) on .ntajor areas of 
joirit concern, · 
The Commi~~ion'srelationship with humanitarian services of' the United States A(Jmirijstration ~ . 
. is in triany . ways ctoiripieiilentary to oilter efforts. aimed;,at. strengthening.. the international 
·. coordinatr()p in humanitarian aid. TheUS (J()vernment and. Commission on several o'cca.S.ions . 
.initiated disc~ssion fora involving all the relevant UN agencies and other major donors .. Both 
the.Commi~sion arid humanitarian's~rvice~ofUS governwent are·keen .supporters·ofsetting 
up a powerful disaster infotmatiori network within the uN. the so~called IElUUS system (see · 
seeti9rt 4.tA.2). Untifthis systeijl is fully developed, the. Commis~ion arid fh~ Bureau for 
Hum~anitariart Response within the US Government have decided. With effect fro·m 1994, to 
mutually e~cbange all data on field open1twns in order to,avoid overlapping and 1'black'holes". 
{where no dohorsupport'is forthcoming). . . •. . . ~ . . . . 
The Commission is qui~e confident that more progress will be made in the. ~operation. with. 
the humanitarian services ·of.the US Govemmentin the near future. · , 
3 the.rnost important humanitarian age[lcy· within the U:S Gov~ent is the Office. for r\1re~· 
Disaster ~.ssistance (OFOA) within th~ Bureau Jot' HUJl!~nitarian Respon$e (BHR) tmder •· 
United States Agency for Intemati~nal Development (USAID). BAA .is. ECHO's counterpart 
within the US government in non-refugee matters. Refug~s questions are handleq within the -• 
State Department by the Refugee Bureau, · 
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.4.2.6/ .. Relatio~ with Russia 
. During the ·course of l993. the Commission has. developed wprk~ng contacts With: EC~O's 
Ru§sian' counterpart EMERCOM (State Committee of the Ru.ssian Federatioh for Civil 
Defence; Eltlet:gencies and Elimination ·of;Coilsequenc~s of :Natural Disasters). 
~-. ··~ 
: EMERCOM has ~nsiderable manpower arid logistic ·resources af its • disposal, inchiding large 
.· aircraft; helicopt~rsahq truck fleets. Jt alsonaS useful links with nhtny of the ad~inistrations 
· in_ G.LS. countries.' Since these are precisely the countries where western' or local· NGO .· 
structur~s tend to be weak or non·existent,.EMERCOM is in ·inany ways. a particuhuly 
valuable working partner for. the ·Commission in respect or humanitarian operations in :the .. · 
.C.I.S. region. · · 
. 'Following a meeting With Mr. Vorobiev the Deputy Djre~tor·of EMERCOM in September~ 
~the Commiss~on (ECHO) and E.MERCOM have been deepening and extending their bUateral. 
contacts on the· basis· of a step.;by~step appr()ach ·Involving co'-operatiori at the operatiortal 
leveL In December the.Co~ltlission made. a contributiop. in conjunction With the IDNDR~. 
Secretariat:Of the, UN to a regional disaster ·pr;eparedness seminar organised by EMERCOM 
for all CJ.S. states' in Kyrghystan: The. aintwas to help these. states organize ·their disflSter 
. preparedn.ess committees in order to participate in the ·Yokohama World Conf~renc.e on 
natural dis~ster.reduction to be held in ~ay 1994. · EMERCOM ha$' also< submitted a 
competitive bid forthe delivery of Comm:unity-fu:qded food parcels to Armenia .. On the basis . 
of experience gainecl in such practi(;al operations it is hoped . that' .a mutl;lally. ~enefidial . 
working relationship can be developed betweenJhe tWo org~isations; . . . . .. · ..
' "' ' ~."'·. --. . ,, ,· ' ' . ' ' ~ 
4~3 EVALUATION" 
.··.In. the startup phase ofECHO;. afterjt became f~lly operationalin early 1993; the evaluation 
.·. exercise.has mainly concentrated on the establishment of a controtsy'stem, on-site as well as. 
ex-post, of operations financed by the Commnnity but implefilented by partners. During 1993 
this· system was gradu8.\ly 'developed through evaluation studies carried out . by the 
Comrnission.'s ntain partners within the fielci of humanitarian· aid and through the jn-house 
, experience obtained.·by. way of Gommission-initiated concrete ex-post evaluations (e .. g .. in/ 
··R~andaJ·carriedo~t by the··Commission .itself. · ... , . 
The purpose of this exercise, is to optimize the use of the funds for .humanitarian· actions · · 
. administered by the Commission both in terms. of cOst-effectiveness;andthe quality 6(the 
output. Iti~~oped thattheCom,missionwillbein a.p()sition inthenear futureto put together 
a "Coritrolcind EvaJuation Manl)al".outhning the methodology to be used in evaluations on 
humanitaiianact1ons carried out in-house, · · · ' · · · · ·. · 
~ . 
·i 
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4.4 DISASTER PREPAREDNESS 
4.4.1 Disaster preparedness .. General 
Included in the mandate given to ECHO by the Commission is responsibility for the 
development, co-ordination and articulation of Community disaster preparedness and 
prevention policy in relation to situations outside the territory of the EC. In taking this step 
the Commission was recognising and supporting a growing consensus among the international 
aid community to the effect that disaster preparedness activities should be given greater 
. emphasis ·in both development and relief programmes. Effective. preparedness can help to 
limit the adverse effects of disasters on long term development and can also reduce the cost 
and tiecessity of short-term relief· aid. The following step-by step approach has been 
. followed: 
Firstly, all the relevant Commission Services have been jointly identifying and reviewing· the 
many individual activities alr~ady carried out in the disaster preparedness field either by or 
on behalf of the Commission. 
Secondly, the Commission is seeking a dialogue with Member States of the EC to find out 
what is going on in this field at the national level, whether carried out by Government 
agencies, national NGOs or scientific institutions. In particular the Commission is using the 
national committees set up in the context of the International Decade for Natural Disaster . 
Reduction (IDNDR) as an initial channel for this dialogue. The European Commission was 
pleased to be able to sponsor the first EC-wide meeting of national IDNDR Committees in 
Brussels at the end of September with the aim of allowing these committees to e?'change 
information on their programmes and projects and to discuss the basis of a common EC 
regional.presentation at the 'World Conference on Nafural Disaster Reduction to be held in 
1994 in Yokohama. A project is being discussed between the Commission and ~he national 
committees which would enable this first exchange of views and information to be repeated 
at regular intervals in order to strengthen the overall EC contribution to the second half of the 
Decade. 
Thirdly, the Commission is seeking to develop a dialogue with established intern~tional 
operators who have useful experience in this field, such as the IFRC, PAHO, UNDP, DHA, 
etc., in order to learn from the "best practices" of such organisations and to identify priority 
areas where a useful, cost-effective Community intervention can be made. 
Finally, in the course of 1994 it is hoped that the Commission, on the advice of the services 
concerned, will be able to put forward concrete proposals for a new Community programme 
aimed at contributing in a tangible way to existing international efforts in the field of disaster 
preparedness. Subject to final revision this programme will have·two principal themes : 
• 
• 
human resource development with respect to disaster preparedness; 
strengthening of managerial and institutional capacities, in particular by aiding 
the development of preparedness plans in disaster prone regions or countries 
and by supporting the development of standardized emergency information 
systems for the use of the international aid community. 
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In addition it is· also intended that part of the disaster preparedness budget should be reserved 
for special projects and studies which do not fall within the overall framework but which 
nevertheless merit support. An example might be low cost disaster mitigation projects for 
localcommunities livingjn hazard prone areas. 
The. Commission believes that the implementation ofprojects along these lines will represent 
a fitting EC contribution to the efforts of the international community to make serious inroads 
on the impact of natural catastrophes in the second half of the IDNDR. . 
4.4.2 Preparedness '" militmy assets 
The number, scale and complexity of international humanitarian aid operations has groWn 
greatly ·in recent years and the traditional resources of organisations such as the Red Cross 
and humanitarian NGOs have been increasingly overstretche.d. lh these circumstances, and 
particularly since the ending of the Cold War, attention has focusedon the possibility of 
making more systematic use of the potential of armed forces to provide well-organised, 
trained and equipped support tothe civil authorities andemergency services of a country or 
region facing a disaster. 
It was with this objective in view that in 1992 DHA launched a project on the use ofMilitary 
and Civil Defence Assets (MCDA) in international disaster.relief. Following an international 
conference inBrussels in December 1992 hosted by NATO, DHA was requested to co-
ordinate the development of practical discretionary guidelines for the use of states wishing to 
use or to offer MCDA in humanitarian operations. Inthe interests ofclar~ty and simplicity, 
the m.andate of the project was limited to the use of MCDA in natural or technological 
disasters. A standing co'-ordinating group was set up to supervise the development of these 
guidelines, and the Commission was asked to participate, along with a numbe~ of other·· 
organisations, states and NGOs. 
In December 1993 the results of the project were published in the form of a set of draft 
guidelines which cover not only general principles governing use of military assets but also 
standard operating systems and procedures designedto facilitate theuse of such assets at the 
practical working level. These results will be presentedat an international conference hosted 
by the i.~orwegian Government in Oslo in January 199<t and, if approved, will thereafter be 
implemented on an experimental basis by a range of assisting, transit and receiving states. 
The Commission is pleased to have participated closely with DHA and other partners in the 
development of this new instrument of assistance available to the international community in 
the field of disaster. preparedness. 
4.5 Infonnatics 
By its very nature, the Humanitarian Office is exceptionally dependent of a good informatics 
system: large sums of contract money are administered by a relatively small staff who often 
have to base their decisions on information which is notreadily available. And. above all the 
Commission must always respond quickly to demands for assistance. To become more 
efficient as it mandate stipulates, the Commission was obviously obliged to adopt modern 
information technology in .all its humanitarian operations. 
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Consequently, when ECHO became fully operational in the beginning of 1993, it was high 
priority to formulate a global Informatics Plan. The Plan, which was finalized in May with 
the full support of Direction Injonnatique and with the help of an external consultant, called 
for the creation of a cpre management application linked with the commission's electronic 
accounting systems as well as seyeral minor but interlinked databases. Finally the Plan 
~mphasized acquisition of more hardware (one PC per staff member) and on training of 
ECHO staff. 
5. FUTURE PLANS 
The Commission's operations within the field of humanitarian aid will by nature always be 
governed by events which are beyond its own control. Consequently, it is not possible to 
engage m detailed planning of future activities let alone a programming of humanitarian 
resources. 
Nevertheless, the Commission is watching international events very carefully. Whether in 
I 994peace will come to Bosnia~ Herzegovina and the rest of the Balkan region or not, the 
. Commission is fully prepared to continue its assistance to this region which will obviously 
be in need of humanitarian assistance for quite a while. In Africa the present "hot spots", 
Somalia, Sudan, Burundi, Rwanda, Liberia, .Angol~ are likely to require further aid in I 993. 
Present developments in Mozambique, Algeria and Zaire as well as in several other African 
countries could also. give rise to concern. 
Likewise, the Commission is standing by to provide additional assistance to the populations 
of Northern and southern Iraq as well asfor the victims of conflict in the ex-USSR republics 
(incfuding Armenia,. Azerbaidj an, Georgia and Tadjikistan). Meanwhile developments in 
Afghanistan, Burma .andother troubled areas in Asia are carefully observed, 
. Although the nature and scale of human suffering as a result ofman~made disasters4 are hard 
to predict and prepare for, the Commission has tried to build up a local readiness capacity 
when a conflict has reached a certain level in terms of humanitarian assistance. Hence, the 
Commission has appointed humanitarian coordinators in the former Yugoslavia (Croatia, 
Serbia!Montenegro and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia), Somalia, Southern 
Sudan, Liberia~ Angola, Mozambique, Rwanda, Burundi, Northern Iraq, Armenia, Azerbaidjan, 
Georgia, and Tadjikistan. The purpose of these coordinators is to keep a watchful local eye 
r on the spot which can identify needs and coordin!lte the Commission's humanitarian efforts 
with those of its partners as well as with other donors. This model has proved successful 
during 1993 and will be pursued during 1994. 
4 93.3 per cent of the Commission's humanitarian assistance go toward man-made disasters · 
(mainly civil wars and regional conflicts). 
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With regard to natural disasters5 th.e Commission Is now set to earmark part of ECHO's 
budget in 1994 to develop its own preparedness programme (see section 4.4.1}. The most 
natural disaster-prone countries will be identified and a few preparedness programmes will 
be introduced to help populations prepare .for regularly recurring disasters (e.g. floods and 
effects of tropical storms). · 
In response to increasing public interest in humanitarian aid, the Commission has launched 
together with five recognized European universities a post-graduate degree focused 
specifically on humanitarian affairs including humanitarian law. The diploma will. be 
implemented vvithiri the ERASMUS network as from September 1994. An enrollment of 
about 100 students is expected in 1994. 
Finally its is expected that the latest joint initiative of the Commission and UNHCR to further 
strengthen cooperation will bear fruit in 1994 (see section 4.2.4.1 ). ·165 ME;CU or a fifth of 
ECHO, actions are tategorized as directly benefittingrefugees,displaced persons or repatriates. · 
In addition to this DG I and DG VIII have refugee programmes which total another 175 
MECU. The Inter-Service Group on Refugees (which include ECHO as well as relevant DG 
I and DG VIII services) hopes to be able to present a common refugee strategy within the 
Commission in early 1994 and based on this to iclentify concrete means for a better 
cooperation with UNHCR in the year to come. 
5 6.7 per cent of the Commission's humanitarian resources were spent on .natural disasters in 
1993. 
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ANNEX I 
NGOs AND INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN ORGANISATIONS HAVING SIGNED THE 
FRAMEWORK PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT 
(updatedon the 22 December 1993) 
LIST BY COUNTRTES 
GERMANY 
DEUTSCHES ROTES KREUZ 
DEUTSCHER Ci\RITASVERBAND 
DIAKONISCHES WERK ofthe Evangelical Churches in Germany 
DEUTSCHE WEL'I'HUNGHERHILFE (GERMAN AGROACTION) 
JOHANNITER~UNF ALL~HILFE (INTERNATIONAL SERVICES) 
HELP 
MALTESER HILFSDIENST E.V..(M.H.D.) 
AUSTRIA 
CARITAS AUTRICHE 
MALTESER HOSPITAL DIENST~AUSTRIA (M.H.D.A) 
BELGIUM 
CROIX ROUGE DE BELGIQUE 
SECOURS INTERNATIONAL DE CARITAS CATHOLICA BELGICA 
MEDECINS SANS FRONTIERES/ARTSEN ZONDER GRENZEN 
CARE INTERNATIONAL 
HANDICAP INTERNATIONAL (B) 
OXF AM BELGIQUE 
IEDERVOOR ALLEN 
1 
FPA 0001 
FPA 0007 
FPA 0019 
FPA 0042 
FPA .. 0046 
FPA 0053 
FPA 0065 
FPA 0049 
FPA 0065 
FPA 0001 
FPA 0012 
FPAOOI3 
FPA 0014 
FPA0030 
FPA 0043· 
. FPA 0056 
c. 
DENMARK 
DANSK RODE KORS 
CARlTAS·.DANMARK 
FOLKEKIRKENS N0DHJJELP/DANCHURCHAID 
RED BARNET 
DANISH REFUGEE COUNCIL 
MISSION EAST 
SPAIN 
CRUZ ROJA ESPANOLA 
CARlTAS ESPANOLA 
MEDICOS SIN FRONiERAS 
SOLIDARIDAD INTERNACIONAL 
(FUNDACION ESPANOLA PARA LA COOPERACION) 
MEDICOS DEL MUNDO 
MOVIMIENTO POR LA PAZ, EL DESARMEY LA LIBERTAD 
ASOCIACION NAVARRA "NUEVO FUTURO" 
A.C.S.U.R. ASOCIACION PARA LA COOPERACION 
CON EL SUR LAS SEGOVIAS 
INTERMON 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
INTERNATIONAL ORTHODOX CHRISTIAN CHARITIES 
FRANCE 
CROIX ROUGE FRANCAISE 
SE~OURS CA THOLIQUE . 
MEDECINS SANS FRONTIERES 
ACTION INTERNATIONALE CONTRE LA FAIM 
2 
FPA 0001 
FPA 0008 
FPA 0020 
FPA 0004 
FPA 0041 
FPA 0060 
FPA 0001 
FPA 0005 
FPA 0013 
FPA 0040 
FPA 0044 
FPA0050 
FPA 0054 
FPA 0057 
FPA 0063 
FPA 0055 
FPAOOOl 
FPA 0006 
FPA 0013 
FPA 0026 
HANDICAP INTERNATIONAL (F) 
ACTION NORD SUD 
MEDECINS DU MONDE . 
EQUILIBRE 
PREMIERE URGENCE 
PHARMACIENS SANS FRONTIERES 
FRANCE - LIBERTES (FONDATION DANIELLE MIITERRAND) 
OEUVRES HOSPIT ALlERS FRANCAISES .DE 
L'ORDRE DE MAL TE (O.H.F.O.M.) 
GREECE 
CROIX ROUGE HELLBNIQUE 
IRELAND 
IRISH RED CROSS SOCIETY 
GOAL 
CONCERN IRELAND 
ITALY 
CROCE ROSSA IT ALIANA 
CARITAS ITALIANA 
ASSOCIAZIONE lNTERNAZIONALE VOLONT ARI .LAICI 
COMITATO INTERNAZIONALE PER LO SVILUPPO DEI POPOLI 
CENTRO INTERNAZIONALE DE COOPERAZIONE A.LLO SVILUPPO 
CENTRO REGIONALE D'INTERVENTO PER LA COOPERAZIONE 
COOPERAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE 
GRUPPO VOLONT ARIA TO CIVILE 
.LUXEMBOURG 
CROIX ROUGE LUXEMBOURGEOISE 
3 
FPA 0029 
FPA 0031 
FPA 0032 
FPA 0033 
FPA 0034 
D 
FPA0039 
FPA 0058 ·~ 
FPA 0065. 
FPA 0001 
FPA 0001 
FPA 0024 
FPA 0038 
FPA 0001 
FPA 0010 
FPA 0027 
FPA 0028 
FPA 0036 "") ) 
FPA0037 
FPA 0061 
· FPA 0062 
FPA0001 
L (' 
MEDECINS SANS FRONTIERES FPA 0013 
CARITAS LUXEMBOURG FPA 0048 
NORWAY 
KIRKENS N0DHJELP FPA 0021 
(. 
NETHERLAND 
HET NEDERLANDSE RODE KRUIS FPA 0001 
CARIT AS NEERLANDICA FPA 0011 
MEDECINS SANS FRONTIERES/ARTSEN ZONDER GRENZEN FPA 0013 
STICHTING OECUMENISCHE HULP (Dutch Interchurch Aid) FPA 0022 
PORTUGAL 
CRUZ VERMELHA PORTUGUESA FPA 0001 
AMI - Funda9ao Assistencia Medica Internaciona1 FPA 0016 
OIKOS Coopera9ao et desenvo1vimento FPAOOJ5 
UNITED KINGDOM 
BRITISH RED CROSS SOCIETY FPA 0001 
SAVE THE CHlLDREN FUND FPA 0003 
CATHOLIC FUND FOR OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT FPA 0009 
CARE BRITAIN FPA 0015 
CHRISTIAN AID FPA0017 
( FEED THE CHILDREN FPA 0025 
OXFAMUK FPA 0052 
HELP AGE INTERNATIONAL FPA 0059 
SWEDEN 
DIAKONIA FPA 0018 
4 
SWITZERLAND 
MEOECINS ·SANS FRONTIERES 
LUTHERAN WORLD fEDERATION 
HEKS {SWISS INTERCHURCH AID) 
CARITAS SUISSE 
TERRE DES HOMMES 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS 
INTERNATIONAL fEDERATION OF RED CROSS 
AND RED CRESCENT SOCIETIES 
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF TH:E RED CROSS 
UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES 
OIU)RE SOUVERAIN ET MILITAIRE DE STJEAN DE JERUSALEM; -
RHODES ·ET DE MAL TE 
5 
FPA0013 
FPA 0023 
FPA 0045 
FPA 0047 
FPA 0051 
FPA 0001 
FPA 0002 
FPA 0064 
FPA0065 
?1 
t 
' 
HUMANITARIAN AID 
ALLOCATED BY the Commission 
(through ECHOJ 
1993 
COUNTRY/REGION 
EX-YUGOSLAVIA 
ACPTOTAL 
AFRICA 
AFRICA (Burundi Refugees) 
ANGOLA 
BENIN 
BURKINA FASSO 
BURUNDI 
CENTRAL AFRICA 
DJIBOUTI 
ETHIOPIA 
FIDJI 
GHANA 
GUINEA BISSAU 
GUINEA CONAKRY 
HAm 
KENYA, 
LIBERIA 
MOZAMBIQUE 
NAMIBIA 
RWANDA 
SENEGAL 
SIERRA LEONE 
SQMALIA 
SUDAN 
TANZANIA 
TOGO 
UGANDA 
ZAIRE 
ZIMBABWE 
CJ.S{1) 
ARMENIA 
GEORGIA 
AZERBADJAN 
CAUCASUS 
TADJIKISTAN 
RUSSIA FED. 
UKRAINE 
KYRGHYSTAN 
CHERNOBYL VICTIMS 
EASTERN EUROPE 
ALBANIA 
RUMANIA 
IRAK 
ASIA{2) 
CAMBODIA 
LEBANON 
NEPAL 
IRAN 
INDIA 
MONGOLIA 
PAKISTAN 
SRI LANKA 
AFGHANISTAN 
PALESTINE/ISRAEL 
YEMEN 
VIETNAM 
NORTH AFRICA 
ALGERIA 
LATIN AMERICA 
ECUADOR 
PERU 
BOLIVIA 
BRAZIL 
NICARAGUA 
VENEZUELA 
CUBA 
CHILE 
COLOMBIA 
GUATEMALA 
HONDURAS 
General Studies 
•FOOTNOTE 
DECISION 
ECU 
395,080,195 
100,093,000 
1,000,000 
18,300,000 
7,000,000 
1,000,000 
500,000 
4,000,000 
200,000 
515,000 
350,000 
1,000,000 
500,000 
300,000 
1,000,000 
2,000,000 
2,400,000 
8,990,000 
3,000,000 
180.000 
11.000,000 
1,000,000 
1,850,000 
12,296,000 
10,400,000 
2.000,000 
500,000 
1.000,000 
7,800,000 
12,000 
51,295,000 
11,045,000 
11,800,000 
12,700,000 
500,000 
8.400,000 
4,790;000 
900,000 
860,000 
500,000 
8Q6,000 
458;000 
350,000 
21,500,000 
22,270,000 
1,785,000 
1,800,000 
1,800,0oo 
230,000 
920,000 
1.1)20,000 
430,000 ' 
150,000 
2,750,000 
10,400;000 
75,000 
110,000 
1,225,000 
12.245,000 
350.000 
510,000 
445,000 
470.000 
700,000 
150,000 
7,805,000 
500,000 
470,000 
250,000 
595,000 
500.000 
(1) COMMON OF INDEPENDENT STATES 
(2) APART FROM IRAK AND EX-USSR 
ANNEX2 
NUMBER OF 
CONTRACTS 
282 
216 
3 
5 
27 
3 
1 
7 
2 ,. 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
8 
6 
20 
6 
1 
26 
1 
5 
37 
27 
3 
19 
1 
84 
39-
36 
2 
6 
5 
1 . 
4 
3 
2 
5 
7 
1 
5 
32 
2 
'3 
2 
3 
2 
1 
13 
t 
1 
1 
3 
.f 
*** 
* 0 • * 
*M* 
. * * 
*** 
~
67-5000 
67-511 
67-514 
· .67-515 
67•516 
'• ·-
B7-517 
67-6()QQ 
eMI:ftGENCY FOOD AID 
H.JMANITAA~ AID TO C & ~ EUROPE. 
H.JMANITARW'I AID TO EX.VSSR 
'(t) 
(2)_ 
(3) 
··W.TlONAL INDICATIVE ~ROGMMME FOR soMALIA 
5-YEAR·,.,U.OCATlON (1991-95) UNDER LOME II( IS ~50.000,00U ECu. 
DECIDED ON~ ~E-BY-CASE BMIS . 
·ANNEX 3 
ce of Finance 1990-93 
QECISIONS 
(inECU) 
6fOO.OOO 
41,620,000 42 ,445,()()o 1;296,o00 
13,500;000 82,385,000 
139,375,000 
30,000,oo0 
8,71.3,000 
69,00o,OOO 
195,~20,000 ·. 605,014,195 
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(suite) 
cOnnect 
Conllict 
Chemical poUlon 1n Mont&negro 
Conflict 
O.splaced populabon :'": ~Cc;~"::',':"""'~~~§~~E~~~§ Displaced popUabon 1n Croeba p1splaced~on 
Conflict 
Q..splaced'pop..JiaiJOn 1'n Crolllll! 
Conflict 
Conllict 
Connie! 
Conl'lct 
Conl\ct ~splaced popt.iaboo1n B~••.~t"no-,~~===+====::1 
Ex-YIJO(lslflvla. MortenegrO 
Corilllct 
Conflict 
Conflict 
Conl'llct 

.. ANNfll( 6/ 
TYPE OF 
CONTRACT 
.. -EC COMMISSION~DIRECT 
fCOMMISSIONIECHO 
COMMISSIO!\IIAEC _ 
DELEGATION$ . 
SUBTOTAL _, 
MEMBER STATE GOVNTS 
BELGIUM 
FRANCE-
ITALY 
- NETHERLANDS 
SPAIN .• 
UK 
SUBTOTAL ·-· 
OTHER GOV$RNMI!NTS 
WESTERN SAMOA 
MOzAMBIQUE 
GRENADA 
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO •. 
'· WALLIS AND FORTUNA 
NEW CALLEOONIA. -. 
FID-,JI 
GROATINMACEOONIA · ... 
SUBTOTAl. 
ECNG0s(1) 
BELGIUM· 
DENMARK 
FRANCE 
GERMANY 
GREECE 
Jf~ELAND i 
ITALY . • 
NETHERLANDS 
PORTUGAL 
~>RAIN 
UK-· . 
51;JBTOTAL 
OTHER NG0s1Jj, 
NORWAY 
SWITZERLAND 
USA - ·. 
SUBTOTAL 
i,.bci.t~~s(1J ·. 
ANGOLA -
BANGLAOE~H ·.' 
BOLIVIA · -
CHILl 
F;LSALVAOOR 
ETHIOPIA 
· GHANA, . 
-~ IRAQ- Mise - 100o 
Q9C. TERRlTOTY (ISRL) 
PAKIS'fAN 
!PHiliPPINES 
SUOAN 
TURKEY 
SUBTOTAL 
U~DNATIONS 
WFP 
FAO 
WHO 
·UNDRO 
UNHCR 
UNJCEf 
UNDP· 
UNRWA _ . 
SPECIAL·UN OPERATIONS 
·, 
SUBTOT~ 
omERINTERNA.noNAL oRa_· 
ICRC 
/FIRC. . 
CARITAS II,IITERNATIOIIJAL 
.. SUBTOTAl:-
. . · 
(l)-~CLUDINO tf#.'JTONAL RED Cit~ ABS6aA~ 
·, 
1$90 
ECU · INti~. OF 
.TOTAL 
.~3.222,500 
.0 o. 
0 
0 
215,000 
·. 
1;000,000· 
100,000-
.1·00,000 
1;.415,000 
1!),941,000 
2,815,000 
6,671,500 
1,260;000 
380.000 
495,000 
5,575,000' 
235,000 
8nooo· 
29;249,500 
7,231-,000' 
0 
7.231;000 
;237;000 
1,200,000 
325,000 
0 
·1,762,000 
,2.955~()00: 
.0 
500,000 
' '5,044,000 
1,687,000 
300,000 
770;000 
-o 
11;256.000 
12,138;000 
. 2,016,000 
14 .. 154,000 
108 290:000 
39.9% 
0.0% 
O.Q% 
39.9% 
_· 
0.0% 
0.0~ 
0.0% 
0.0%-
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.~ 
. 0.9% 
c.1% 
O.f% 
110% 
1,3% 
10.1% 
2.6% 
6.2% 
1.2%. 
. 0.0% 
0.4%-
0.5% 
5.1% 
O.Q% 
Q.2% 
'. 0.8% 
27:0% 
0:0% 
6.7% 
O.C% 
-- 6.7% 
0.2% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
o:Ci% 
t1% 
0.3% 
0.9% -, 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
1.6% 
2.7% 
0.0% 
0.5% 
''4:7% 
1.6% 
:0.3% 
0.1% 
0.0% 
10.4% 
11.2% 
' 19'!> 
13.1% 
100.0.%• 
1ll91 
ECU 
-· 
. 
IN%0F · 
T9T.IU 
1,7>93,855 0.9% 
. 0. ~0.0% 
220,000 • 0:1% 
. 2;013 .. 855 . 1.1% 
1,300,000 
4,812,000 
42.500-
1,822,000-
1;233,000' 
\'1.252.000 
13,461,500 
0 
28,155,900 
4.~0.000 
• 27,(}57,209 
6,374,000 
4,296,000 
-4,27,.3,500 
_5,274,500 
216,100 
7 408'320 
87,685,529 
727,000 
. 3,761,000 
290000 
4, na,opo· : 
336,000 
130,000 
420,000, 
364,400 
.• 2,400,000 
3~652.400 
16Jl53,000 
~ 0 
-0 
22,640,500 
5,547,000' ·• 
198,000 
t286,00Q 
46,524,500 
27,593,000 
5,651,000 
.·· 
,_ 
33,244,000' 
191 359 784 
0.7% 
2.5% 
0.0% 
_1.0% 
0,6% 
2.2% 
.0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
,0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0'11> 
14.7% 
_1~:~~ 
1'·3.3% 
0.0% 
2.2% 
2.2%, 
2.8% 
-.--0.0.% 
Q.1% 
3.9"A, 
~5.11% 
0:4%' 
2.0% 
0:2% 
2.5% 
0.0% 
0.2% 
0.1% 
0.0% 
·0.2% 
0.0% 
0•0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.2% 
·1.3%. 
:1.9%-
8.8% 
0,0% 
0.0% 
11.8% 
2.9% 
01.% 
·0.7% 
24.3.%. 
_'14.4% 
\l;P% 
\ 
F.4% 
.. 
100.0%' 
(2)M wiJNRiAsoN WH-Y IN 1-tsfz ~CoJttt'JtACT~ (~Z MECU')AJt.EiuBsrAJmAU.Y~THIJfiHEDECJmoN AMOUNTS~(J68Mtc;:U) IS 
THA'T zJ 5 ~ ~ BEEM-o~icru ~~ar oo VJ CFEoo~IN-~RD~~wmnmc0MWmmON~-oF~11.1LT 1,',2 HEN~ 
c0~-~v£8q.N·'!0NEOBT~VIFO~~~~tnri~MOT~? ~RiloWM1N9'01FfDlENCE,(I1-5~CO~OF~~ 
-Jii'HD l..I)IU'SmJ.ES:Q.VES-fRON A LAJt.0E Wt~W:!tD OF ~ON! IN 19J'Z · wHEN iCHo 8ECANE r:iru.r OP~AL.Drf E.W.T 1991~ WERt. .. 
DoO.a:DIAm.r"·r~ io Dm1J!,.E niA.T ~ llESEitVU AU mHER. UTU.Z?-ED o-R 'oi:ool4oaT'm>SG lHATM QUUI'lOI(-oF ~o _ 
II.E!ritvu WI1:L NOT AluSE J..9AJN 
1ll~2 
'. 
ECU 
8,474,142 
2,524,500 
. 370,000 
11,368,642. 
~·~·~·· 
21,526,340 
300,000 
75;000 
250,000 
24 700.000 
25,325,000 
20,187,650 
26,313,000 
38,579,700 
460,187 .• 
1,745,000 
- :2,1 C5,000 . 
8,943,500 
9,314,040 
244,000 
1,_160,000 
·-- 2'394,500 
111,446.577 . 
320,boo. 
1:232 000 
1,552,00'} 
·-. 
',-
300,000 ' 
70,000 
58,000 
50,00Q 
SOQ.(l()(J 
41,000 
70,626 
1.089,626 
35,831.586 
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Annex 7 
Breakdown of Community Aid to the Fonner 
Yugoslavia 1991-93 by Republic 
Bosnia-Herzegovina 50%· 
Croatia 21% 
Serbia and Montenegro 16% 
F. Y. R. of Macedonia 4% 
Slovenia 1% 
UNPAS 0.5% 
All Republics 7.5% 
· Breakdown of Community Aid to the Fonner 
Yugoslavia· 1991-93·.by Relief Items 
Food Aid 48% 
Sanitation 21% · 
Medical Aid 23% 
Logistics 8% 
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